
What Past is Prologue?

By John K. Funesti, Lever Brothers Research, Inc., Edgewater, New Jersey

I duced to t~e wor]d o~perfumew and ~ can
t has been thirty years since I was first intro-

remember some of my first reactions to the raw
materials, particularly Geranium Bourbon.
Among many others, I’m sure some of you re-
member that one—rich, powerfully rosy with a
strong sweet background, so strong it was over-
powering, almost nauseating. Today this product
is not around and the best of its replacements
come from a source that was so politically foreign
to our way of life back then-one would have
never predicted the economic exchange that was
to come between China and the U.S.

I began in the 1950s as a kid in the perfume lab
at Lever and stayed there until the mid-1900s.
After a couple of years on the client side creating
fragrances for cosmetics and toiletries, I suc-
cumbed to the lure of the supply-side and spent
years creating, building and managing. Last year,
I returned to Lever as an experienced young
man. Some say I’ve come full circle and I agree.
Today the experience of both the client and sup-
ply-side and my loving observation and partici-
pation in this industry provide some powerful in-
sights. During tbe se thirty years I have matured
and so has our industry. It matured, became sat-
urated, even stagnated, causing the attrition
which we are now experiencing.

The world of fragrance and flavor variously
suffers and enjoys the long lead times from sub-
mission to success. That history of patience is a
part of the trouble today as our managements and
we delay responses to the changing marketplace.

Tbe title of this tafk, as all you Shakespearian
scholars will readily recognize, is borrowed and

slightly changed. It was one of those poignant
phrases which bas stuck with me since college
days, and I’ve always been looking for a place to
use it.

Where to begin? You all know the history of
perfumery from the antiquity of frankincense and
myrrh, to the cologne of Napoleon, to the rich
innovation of Chanel 5. Rather than dwell on
these points of history, I want to concentrate on
the last thirty years—a kind of first-hand history
whose events perhaps will have the greatest im-
pact on our industry of tomorrow.

Captiva Craatlvlty

In the mid-1950s and early 19@s, this indust~
had risen to new heights. A booming postwar
economy fueled consumer demand and new af-
fluence made luxury products accessible to an
ever increasing populace. Unique product for-
mulation and brand loyalty marked the day.

Clients sought to control the total product and
bad full time staffs of pefimers. Companies of
today like Coty, Revlon, Faberge, Max Factor,
Bristol-Myers, Houbigant, Chesebmugh-Pond’s,
Sbulton, and Chanel had one or more on staff. Of
course the soapers had large staffs as well. Other
companies have disappeared, perfumers and all.
Do you remember Bourjois, Wamer-Hudnut, or
Hmiet Hubbard Ayer?

In general, during these ten years and for some
time to follow, fragrance selection was tightfy
controlled and almost entirely subjective. Con-
sumer testing was something clients+nly cli-
ents-did to measure performance, not ae sthet-
ics. Fragrance back then was an ingredient and
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therefore the province of the R&D group or the
in-house perfumer.

Suppliers of the period had two roles to fill.
Those clients with a creative staff received a ser-
vice heavily oriented toward ingredient sa]es,
either essential oils or synthetics. Specialties
sold mainly to companies in fine fragrance,
largely limited by the prices of the chemicals or
base. This was a comfortable and might be con-
sidered a traditional role for the supplier, In
those accounts where no perfumer existed, sup-
pliers provided the entrepreneur or research di-
rector with a selection of fragrances created for
the project. At all accounts, the sales relationship
ofien involved a perfumer from the supplier.

At the soapers, all emphasis was put on the
perfumer as sole arbiter of fragrance. Creativity
remained tradition-bound by a rather limited
number of materials, the inability of the soaper to
share “secrets” and the limitation of a strictly
in-house training. Newer materials researched in
the 1940s were oflen kept captive in the supply
house or, if offered to the industry, were priced in
a way as to be prohibitive. Besides, the com-
pounded specialty was frowned on by most per-
fumers as a subterfuge; a note they could make
themselves, not more creative, just cheaper, if
they had the time.

As the supplier and client spmed to expand
and meet new demands from consumers and cor-
porations, essential oil houses continued to func-
tion as though nothing would ever change. They
did not employ perfumers, did not compound,
nor did they expand their product line beyond
natural oils.

Some of the larger aroma chemical houses
began to recognize the potential of the soap com-
panies for their compounds, Some early success
by large suppliers encouraged the in-house peo-
ple to look for more materials and even some cre-
ative direction from the supply side. Oilen the
suppliers extrapolated an experience in another
product area and applied it to soap or detergent.
The results usually proved unstable, too expen-
sive or at times too avant-garde for the market.
Lavender, muguet, and citrus dominated the
notes in every product. The in-house staffs at the
soapers stiffkned in resistance to the compounds
from the supplier and re-asserted control of their
product environment.

In non-soaper creativelcompounding compa-
nies, the smaller sti and the limited number of
product opportunities made corporations aware
of the luxury of a full time staff of perfumers. Up
until the mid-1960s these in-house perfumers
remained king. The myste~ of their art and their
ability to maintain secrecy kept them in place.
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Products didn’t change much and fragrance
didn’t either.

While I believe the client began to look at the
cost, in truth the salaries of the period were
mediocre at best. Perfumers’ rewards tended to
be the industry fun. Entertainment on a grand
scale, made the quality of life richer and built an
appreciation of the finer things. Food, wine,
travel, closeness, friendships, and a growing
supplier indust~ led the quality in-house cre-
ators to consider joining the supply-side.

Product Proliferation

As we entered the second half of the 1960s,
product proliferation began. The suppliers had to
have more and better perfumers so they raided,
virtually wiping out all but the soaper creative
staffs.

Perfumers found the supply-side held new re-
wards, The smaller companies made decisions
quick and easy. The management was accessible.
They were able to communicate openly with
their coworkers. The creative opportunities in-
cluded almost every product known and new
materials made many new notes possible. Oh

yes, the financial rewards were better too!
I left the buy-side to join the supply-side and

quickly became part of a world of perfumey cre-
ativity that had previously been unknown to me.
The myriad of projects constantly challenged my
creativi~, and for me the constant technical con-
siderations made my job a joy.

The “Great Society” of LBJ and the early
Nixon years seemed to move forward on con-
sumer products alone. We segmented and fmg-
mented and specialized eve~ product category.
Colognes could splash and spray in sizes from %
oz pursettes to liter bottles. Detergent became
solid, liquid, or tablets with high suds or low
suds, and I’m sure if we look hard someone sold
some no suds!

We no longer simply washed the hair; we
treated it to conditioning, coloring, antidandruff
or baby care. We discovered antiperspirants and
lotions of all types, hair spray for men and deo-
dorants for women, fabric softeners for the laun-
dry and cleaners exclusively for hard surfaces,
cold water products and room freshener solids.
From split ends to bunions, consumers dunked,
rubbed, sprayed, moistened, washed, inhaled
and loved fragrance products.
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Creatlvtty in Functional Products

With the growth of the late 19s& and early
1970s, the suppliers found they had a pool of
perfume~ talent and a largely untapped market
in the soap companies. How to reach them? The
in-house perfumers still held the power and re-
sisted compound purchases. Several large com-
panies recognized a special need within the
soapers, and those suppliers sought to cooperate
with the in-house perfumers.

Givaudan, Firmenich and IFF established
specialized perfumery groups to address the cre-
ative, stability problem and price needs for
household products. Having the advantage of a
huge creative bank, they began to translate that
creativity into household and functional prod-
ucts

The suppliers organized a type of “Manhattan
project,” devoting research and creativity time
for many years before it paid dividends, but today
represents a significant share of the companies’
total sales.

Aroma chemical presentations became a source
of creativity for the soapers. Application formulas
became the marketing tool, but they were
more—these formulas finally shared some of the
creative insight and experience of the supplier
with the soapers’ staff.

The application formula allowed the early
testing and basic stability to be absorbed by the
supplier freeing the in-house creative staff to
look at new materials in current projects. This
atmosphere of cooperation quickly stimulated
new product sales, enabled the soapers to de-
velop new and more innovative fragrances for
their product lines and allowed the supplier to
share in a greater range of opportunities than in
the past,

How did they do this? Not with mirrors or
computers but with tafented, well organized and
hard working people,

The oil embargo of the mid-1970s changed a
great deal of the client thinking. Perfume costs
along with general product costs escalated rap-
idly. The market could not absorb the prices
quickly enough, and for the first time true price
pressure hit the suppliers.

The petroleum shortage definitely caused
problems with supply, but it also provided an

OppOfiniW fOr the perfumers to create around
the shortages, making the demand for qualified
perfumers even stronger.

One marketing tool which was prevafent dur-
ing this period was borrowed from the Old
Testament, Genesis 4:17, the genealogy of early
man. The “Begets” of fragrance took form in
charts: which fragrance was inspired by which.
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Frankly, I always felt that a genealogy chart of
perfumers and their corporate af3Niations would
be mom interesting and more informative.

Marketing Mandates

The cost of perfumers went up dramatically but
so did the cost of playing the consumer game.
Products now regularly budgeted in excess of$10
million for marketing introductions and that fig-
ure quickly grew to levels of $2o million and
more. Consumer testing of every aspect of the
product was now mandated by marketing—in-
cluding fragrance. Slowly across the spectmm of
markets R&D began to lose control of the selec-
tion process and marketing held sway. Young
MBAs tried to direct or, worse yet, select a fra-
grance based on their limited experience or per-
sonal taste. Consumer testing in its infancy found
it difficult to clearly point out the winners on
such a subjective product attribute.

At the end of the decade a number of com-
panies in both household and cosmetics became
aware of the use of product aesthetics, particu.
larly fragrance, to signal performance to the con-
sumer. These companies sought qualified talents
to direct their fragrance submission and selection
process. Clorox, S. C, Johnson, Revlon, Charles
of the Ritz, to name a few, placed significant im-
portance on the whole fragrance as pat of the
product. Frequent new product introductions
and test markets created a busy market for these
people.

Suppliers started using so-called marketing or
evaluation groups. The se people became more
important since the time and demand by the cli-
ent and the inexperience of the product manager
forced responses horn the library. The pressures
and the emergence of the evafuator separated the
perfumer fmm the client. Thus the perfumer’s
creations were based on the translated interpre-
tation of sales and marketing.

The 1970s continued to be a time of great
growth and expansion. Costs expanded too, par-
ticularly those of perfumers’ salaries. Some de-
manded and received astronomical amounts, a
fact which in itself is a contributor to the prob-
lems of today.

The market energy of the 1970s moved
strongly down to the end of that decade. There
was some weakening of new product introduc-
tion because of approaching marketing satura-
tion, increased costs of introduction, and man-
ufmturing due to the creation of OSHA, TO SCA,
afong with the FDA becoming more involved in
product safety. Safety assurance testings slowed
down the introduction on new products in addi-
tion to increasing the costs.
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The me-too-isms of product proliferation
started to wear. Slowly the industry began to
wind down. Market saturation along with ap-
proaching zero population growth has brought us
to a period of attrition for the industy—a period
of weeping and gnashing of teeth.

As we entered the 1980s, successful new pro-
duct introduction leveled off, limiting growth for
suppliers and marketers alike, reverberating to
tremendous unrest in our industry, culminating
in the many people who are without employment
on both sides of the fence.

Companies, in an effort to increase their mar-
ket shares, absorb, take over or whatever the
smaller ones, permanently changing the indust~
profile, These same companies are finding that
they can sustain business with fewer people.

Genealogy started to mark our industry in an-
other way. Companies began to assume that cre-
ativity was simply a matter of imitation. They ex-
panded on the old cliche, “Imitation is the sin-
cerest form of flattery.” This heritage was noth-
ing but duplication.

Large and small suppliers and finished goods
manufacturers alike, hungry to expand their mar-
ket share, began to enter this area of product
copying. Both product functionality and fra-
grances were “knocked off’ as the phrase goes.
There are fewer secrets today and it’s harder to
keep them that way. Because of this moral decay
in our companies, both sides continually lose a
propriety position before the cost of solicita-
tion, development and introduction can be re-
couped—we have done it to ourselves,

The consumer has stopped increasing a ward-
robe of fragrances—market saturation has oc-
curred on all product types. Retail outlets cannot
absorb endless amounts of product introductions
with limited shelf space. Brand loyalty lasts as
long as the initial introduction or the discount
coupon is available.

Costs of introductions have continued to climb.
Clients began to limit the number of suppliers
they would work with. Formal lists appeared.
Suppliers would have to guard their “wins” jeal-
ously, trimming profit margins to keep business
and prevent alternate sources of supply from en-
tering the scene,

This tight market, trimmed profits, acquisi-
tions, shorter life cycles of products created per-
fumer surpluses. Big salaries of yesterday also
serve as a control on the number of jobs available.

The markets are saturated. We need to create
new product categories. Certainly, these state-
ments are not revelations; we are living the situ-
ations today.
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Tomorrow and Tomorrow

So what is going to happen in our industry?
Where are we going, what does the future hold?
Think about the industries in this country that
have had a metamorphosis revamping their pro-
file completely.

I’d like to draw a analogy from which we may
see the future, mainly the electronics and auto-
mobile industry. What Past is Prologue? Where
has the success of the electronics snd autu in-
dustry in the past set the stage for what they were
going to do in the future? Both of these industries
fell on hard times with dramatic lay offs and
sharp decline of sales and general depression.

The electronics indust~’s demise csme about
because of the glut of engineers and products
produced. This has gradually rebounded with the
solvent of the computer. The auto industries big-
gest nemesis was the foreign manufacturers
making more efficient csrs. A& several years,
the U.S. manufacturer rebounded in a big way by
meeting competition on their own ground. These
industries were caught unaware and found that
their past did not guarsntee their future. They got
up and chsnged-smd today the future is bright
for them.

The fragrance and cosmetic industry has not
yet reached the depths of the auto indust~ aud it
probably will not because we don’t have the
threat of foreign intemention with new products.
We have always been an international industry.
We sell a better way of life. That is what we’re all
about. Civilization could live witbout us but cer-
tsinly not as well.

How many of you are totslly satisfied with the
refinements of your own lives? If not, as I suspect
you’re not, then that should be the motivation for
getting things on the move again. Necessity was
afways the mother of invention. We must acaept
change snd adapt to it,

One mqjor change which has taken place over
the yesrs concerns the in-house pen%mers be-
coming a scarce breed confining themselves pri-
marily to the soapers. They me a stronger gruup
today having survived to find their mle signifi-
cantly different fmm what it was.

Filliug a @eater role as a liaison with outside
creative forces and internal development and
marketing, they no longer are the foe of supply
house efforts to gsin business. They act instead as
talented guides and co-creators with outside fm-
grance supply houses to bring the best of both
worlds to their companies, becoming the access
point for smaller creative houses as well as an
internal resource for marketing-development and
consumer testing.

Their mrle as in-house perfumers has been en-
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hanced because they have become the focal point
for fragrance input emphasizing the proper mar-
riage of fmgrance/pmduct and cost effectiveness.

Our industy is changing, getting smafler in the
number of people it needs to survive. The pmflle
of the industry is forever altered, but it’s not
witbout a future. New ideas, such as aroma ther-

apy, Offer sOme challenge for new growth, but
even that one needs a new name if it is to be for
consumer rmoducts. Therauv is too neizative+lts. .
in with the expression “if it’s not broken, don’t fix
it.”

Men’s market—gray market—the people are
out tberc, but have they really been convetied?
Do they feel it’s important and gratifying to use
the special products designed for them? The
need is for education through actual use of prod-
ucts and hands-on training, if you will.

I remember when I was a young boy in grade
school that the compauy for which I’m now em-
ployed came up with a marketing gimmick for
Lifebuoy. They gave each child a bar of soap plus
a chart to mark when it was used. At the end of
the month, the one who used the bar the most got
the gold star. At that age, it was impressionable
and many long term Lifebuoy users were
claimed. We pestered our mothers to buy that
product “because teacher said!” Maybe now is
the time to reuse those ideas to expaud the mar-
ket. Get the products in their hands while they’re
young,

The success of Georgio is a good example of
this technique, The soapers are using direct mail
more and more to introduce new products. But
I’m going too far—I was initially invited to talk
about the past of the fragrance industry, now I’ve
dipped into the future. I do not have a crystal ball
but I’m very optimistic, optimistic because this
indus~ has always been a people industry. A
fun industry to belong to. No matter how big they
become, the companies are primarily collections
of these people. But these same people will learn
from the past that the 1970s do not guarantee us
success for the 1980s and they will move this in-
dustry fomvard to new horizons.

But as for me regarding my own career, coming
full cycle, and in the purest of Shakespeare,
“What’s Past is Prologue.”

This paper was presented at the American Society of
Perfumers Symposium, April 16, 1666, Waldorf Astoria,
New York City.
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